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Rural pot growers in quandary
Months after state vote legitimizes industry, county
law may put smaller operations out of business
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The fate of several thousand
Sonoma County marijuana
growers hangs in the balance
this year, their businesses
caught between an emergent
industry sanctioned by state

voters at the ballot box in 2016
and a new local law that bans
commercial cultivation in large
swaths outside city limits.
The conflict has shaken
pot growers, who face a stark
choice: Move out of the affected
residential zones under county
control or hunker down in place

and hope authorities don’t catch
up with them.
The legal shift — approved in
December by the Board of Supervisors and favored by many
rural residents but strongly opposed by cannabis growers —
could confound the county’s attempts to bring the once-outlaw
industry into compliance.
At stake are thousands of
jobs, millions of dollars in tax
revenue and the success of reg-

ulations meant to ensure public
safety, safeguard the environment and shield rural neighborhoods that county officials say
aren’t suited to pot cultivation
for profit.
Advocates say the growers,
many of them small “mom and
pop” operators who are not
wealthy, have few options, with
the escalating cost of local land
a barrier to relocation.
“There’s no path forward for

them,” said Erin Carlstrom, a
Santa Rosa attorney and former
city councilwoman whose firm
represents about 50 cultivators.
“This is causing a lot of anxiety.”
County code enforcement efforts have already begun against
medical pot cultivators whose
operations do not conform with
the zoning law that took effect
TURN TO GROWERS » PAGE A2

HIGHWAY 12 » Increase in wineries and special events,
along with population growth, raises concerns of ‘Napafication’

Crowded route hints
at valley’s future
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he “Scenic Route” sign on
Highway 12 announces
the obvious to motorists
heading into the Valley of the
Moon. It’s cradled by mountains, dotted with giant oaks,
horse ranches, vineyards,
remnants of old orchards and
the odd water tower.
The road delivers inspiring views of
VOICES OF
imposing Hood
THE VALLEY
Mountain,
its craggy
Residents and
businesses along face standing
the busy corridor sentinel over a
share their views historic route
on the changing from Santa
Rosa to Sonoma
landscape / D1
that carried
stagecoaches and trains before
the automobile took over.
But today, the two-lane
highway is crowded with traffic
generated by commuters,
residential and commercial
development, sightseers and
visitors headed to wineries and
tasting rooms.
The northern arm of Sonoma
Valley, between Madrone and
Melita roads, is home to more
than 40 tasting rooms and event
centers that each year attract

John Kelly, secretary
for Homeland Security

Memos
detail
edicts on
migrants
Homeland Security’s
new guidelines seek to
expand, hasten removals
By DAVID NAKAMURA
WASHINGTON POST
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more than 140,000 people to
special events. They could be
joined by another half-dozen or
more tasting rooms and more
than 110 annual special events
with 20,000 more people if permits in the pipeline previously
approved, but not yet built, are
exercised.
The burgeoning wine industry and plans for a high-end
luxury hotel, spa and winery off
La Campagna Lane in Kenwood

have especially drawn attention
and opposition while highlighting the impact of development
along the county’s busiest wine
road.
The growth has set off
alarms among rural residents
concerned about the loss of agricultural land and the vehicles
and noise generated by winery
events, especially on weekends.

Sunday traffic
fills both lanes
of Highway
12 in January
near Kenwood.
Hood Mountain, below,
rises behind
Ledson Winery
and Vineyards
in Sonoma
Valley.
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Homeland Security Secretary
John Kelly has signed sweeping
new guidelines that empower
federal authorities to more aggressively detain and deport
illegal immigrants inside the
United States and at the border.
In a pair of memos, Kelly offered more detail on plans for
the agency to hire thousands
of
additional
e n f o r c e m e n t TRUMP BACK
agents, expand ON THE TRAIL
the pool of im- President holds
migrants who campaign-style
are prioritized rally in Florida,
for
removal, blaming news
speed up depor- media for any
tation hearings turbulence in
and enlist local White House / B1
law
enforcement to help make arrests.
The new directives would
supersede nearly all of those
issued under previous administrations, Kelly said, including measures from President
Barack Obama aimed at focusing deportations exclusively on
hardened criminals and those
with terrorist ties.
“The surge of immigration at
the southern border has overwhelmed federal agencies and
resources and has created a sigTURN TO MIGRANTS » PAGE A8
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